Role of Different Integer Virtual Machine in Cloud Data Centre
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Abstract— In modern data centres of cloud computing contains virtualization system. In order to improve network stability, energy efficiency, and makespan proper virtualization need. The virtual machine is one of the examples of virtualizations. Cloud computing data centres consist of millions of virtual machine to manage load balancing. In this study check the different number of virtual machine role in data centres, for that purpose, we established a network with the help of cloudsim and compare different data centres at each zones taking a different number of the virtual machine with different parameter and network bandwidth. After the simulation the result shows that increasing in the number of VM can affect the network accuracy in term of energy, processing time, cost and network stability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is new technology that has significantly changed over the last decade. The deliveries of virtualized IT resource over the internet are performed with the help of it. These services are delivered with the rule of pay and gain on demand with real time service [1]. Cloud computing is the next generation of IT infrastructure that reduce the complicity of the working in different of life. It proved speed, storage and sharing system. Green computing is one of them element of computing technology [2]. People are adopting new technology to achieve the requirement goals cloud computing is one of them with the help of virtualization property it process huge amount data in accurate and fast speed [3]. Cloud computing is the collection of virtualization and interconnected system for sharing most amount of data with different user and organization in every field of life. The important is that it provides these services in low price with fast speed [4]. The main role of cloud computing is to provide computing resources and with the help of the internet, it can share resources like software, hardware, and different application. Virtualization concept was started in 1960 and early 1970 where IBM tries to spent consideration time to introduce more reliable and time sharing technology that is known as Virtualization [1]. It is the process of making a virtual element for resources like a server, storage, and network operating system. The step used for making virtual machine is known as virtualization where the system runs on operating system at a time and some resources are unutilized. For that reason virtualization is used to make multi operating system at single physical resources. Nowadays physical resources are also used virtualization [2]. Virtualization in cloud computing is the process in which we create a virtual (not real) of something on software-based like hardware, software and other resources in a network that is known as virtualization. The virtual machine is a software program that acts like a real in behaviour and also performing the task [3]. Figure 1 shows the structure of a virtual.

![Fig.1: virtual machine structure](image-url)
II. VIRTUALIZATION METHOD

Normally in virtualisation there are three main types of virtualization which are client virtualization, storage virtualization and server virtualization [4].

Storage virtualization: Is the process of arranging different physical storage from multiple network storage in to single form. The technology that refers to identify available storage and capacity form different physical device in to a pool of storage device which can be used as a virtual environment [5].

Server virtualization: Is the processing of making a physical server in to the virtual server. The server administers uses a software application that divided the server in multiple isolated virtual servers and that also acts as a physical server. Desktop virtualization’s the process of isolating a logical operating system in to client that can access it. There are many concepts of desktop virtualization which are dividing into different categories according to user demand [6].

Hosted virtualization: In this scenario, the virtual machine is completely intellence of a real physical machine. All the feature of a real physical machine like memory, operating system and storage are also in hosted virtualization. It can be achieved by the configuration of the real system [7].

Para virtualization: The guest operating system does not run fully on the virtual machine. It does not work fully and it gets help from hypervisor or with the VMM for working. It just improves the functionality of the operating system. Desktop virtualization: Can provide remote access through desktop and the user can access from anywhere. It does not need any compactable system except just internet connection [8].

Memory virtualization: In memory virtualization technique whenever the memory required for the system processing and actual memory is less than the virtualization process is used for memory. Data virtualization: In data virtualization, the collection of data for different location and the user can access them easily. It provides front and an ends application method [9].

III. VIRTUAL MACHINE

Virtual machine: A single physical resource can appear as multiple resources this process can be achieved with the help of a virtual machine. It contains matched environment for a physical computer system its run an operating system and applications. It can be implemented through with the help of software, framework, and hardware. In some environment different virtual machine are running in the different operating system in one system they are monitored by the hypervisor. Figure 3 shows the staring of the virtual machine [10].

Virtual machine normally replaces the physical resource with their ability and operating system that make the same environment as hardware. The virtual machine provides a better security model as compared with the normal system. The virtual machine is the processes of software implementations of the physical machine and it has its own operating system. The virtual machine is also known as a guest machine [11]. A hypervisor also called virtual machine monitor (VMM) and it software program that runs on the actual machine and monitors the execution of the guest operating system on the virtual machine. Normally there are two type of hypervisor native and hosted. In native, the virtual machine runs directly on the host machine and share out resources with other. Hosted hypervisor run inside in operating system and support virtual machine individually. Host machine the physical machine in which virtual machine is running is known as the host machine. Guest machine the virtual machine running in the guest machine is known as a guest machine [12].

IV. VIRTUAL MACHINE MIGRATIONS

It is one of the main technology of modern VM with the help of this technology an administration can move OS from one physical machine to another physical machine without affecting the system. It provides online maintains, load balancing and optimization. It classified in to two types
which are control and data. Control with the help of control switch to the destinations. Data transfer or memory in to destination [13]. Live migration model is work in the VMM layer and it consists of two main components which are the live migration model and virtual block device. In live migration, the model is responsible for saving the current state of the virtual machine in to remote storage device. Virtual block saves the disk state to the remote storage. When cloud computing application request for memory lives virtual machine record the memory page to remote storage. Due to multiple iteration the record memory change in to new record and save in to the remote device. Normally there are two main task of virtual block these are running state backup and second is virtual disk backup[14]. Figure 4 shows the virtual machine migrations system load balancing system.

Fig 4: VM migrations for load balancing system

Virtual machine recently revived a good concept as a layer between the physical and logical component and executive computing instruction. With the help of the software virtual machine is possible. Monitoring purpose of virtual machine hypervisor used. Some of the important components about the virtual machine are 1 hypervisor software 2 virtual machine disk image 3 virtual machine configurations which the help of theses component virtual machine executes[15]. The hypervisor read the configure file and make hardware environment, the configure file also point out disk image or make hard disk drive in a virtual machine environment. Hypervisor software is static it needs one time for installations, used for multiple virtual machines. Virtual machine disk image is unique for each virtual machine it few lines. The virtual machine image copy form one physical to the logical environment is a difficult task. Host machine is actually the real machines which have the resources like CPU network connectivity and other resources [16].

V. SIMULATION METHOD

For simulations purpose, we used cloudsim 3.3 with the help of cloudsim we built a data centre and datacenter consist of the Broker, Cloudlet, Cloud information services. Figure 5 shows the datacenter structure.

Fig 5: datacenter structure

Cloudlet is a small-scale datacenter or cluster of computers designed to quickly provide cloud computing services to mobile devices, such as smart phones, tablets, and wearable devices, within close geographical proximity. This is intended to eliminate the wide area network (WAN). The broker is class which submits a task to the datacenter. Main roles of datacenter characteristic for host hardware configuration RM PE bandwidth virtualizations make VM and another storage system. Cloud information service which stores host registration VM of the datacenter. After all process, a virtual machine design in each zone .Different zone is build figure 6 shows the different zone.

Fig 6: Different zone

After the selection of zone now we start the main configuration. In the main configuration, we take a region, user request, data size, and user. After all the activity we select data center and number of the virtual machine.In the experiment purpose, we make two different senior from one we take 20 VM machine in each data center and second we take 80 VM machine at each data center figure 7,8 show the number of the virtual machine at each data centre.
In figure 7 shows the selections of virtual machine at each zone.

Figure 8 shows the selection of virtual machine form different zone.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After the simulation process, we get the following result. In figure 9 and 10 shows the average time of each data center Mix and Max time of execution of each job for the source to the destination.

In figure 9 shows the execution time of 20VM in each data centre along with the Mix and Min time execution. According to the result Avg time is 311.12 and best case the time will be 7595.01 and worst case is equal to 7270.01.

Figure 10 shows the execution time of 80 VM in each data centre along with the Mix and Min time execution. According to the result Avg time is 302.29, Best time is equal to 225.14 and worst time is equal to 7503.02.

Figure 11 shows the overall processing of data center according to the over all of the data centers a greater number of virtual machine have a good result as compared to a low number of the virtual machine.
Figure 12 shows the data processing of the data center according to the result if the number of the virtual machines is greater then the data processing time is good as compared to the less number of the virtual machine.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present the important of virtual machine in different data centre. According to the result the overall processing times of different data centre good when the number of virtual machine are more. It improves the performance of data centre, as well as the user access and control of management system.
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